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PROHIBITED ITEMS
& CONSUMABLES
ALL BAGS ARE SUBJECT TO CHECKS
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Any item that could be used as a weapon, cause damage and/or injury or be used as a projectile, whether intended
for self-defence or otherwise
Any item that could distract the players and/or officials, including laser pointers and items that produce excessive
volumes of noise
Devices or implements, whether self-manufactured or otherwise, which, without in themselves being pyrotechnics, may
be used for the scattering or spraying of diverse materials or substances (pneumatic crackers)
Materials of extremist, offensive or discriminatory nature
Promotional materials of any kind
Unwieldy objects or bags, if they exceed 158cm by the sum of their three dimensions
Bicycles, scooters or segways, unless used for the transportation of persons with impaired mobility (PIMs), with the
exception of wheelchairs, electric wheelchairs, or 3- or 4-wheeled electric scooters used for the transportation of PIMs
Aerosol spray canisters
Work tools of any kind
Thermos bottles or any kinds of flasks
Sporting gear or equipment, including bicycles, skateboards and scooters
Any items resembling any prohibited objects in appearance, or any replicas or equivalents thereof
Umbrellas longer than 25cm when folded
Any other object that could compromise public safety and security and/or harm the reputation of the event
All animals are prohibited on stadium grounds, except for guide dogs. The visitor intending to bring a guide dog into a
stadium is required to present a veterinary document attesting all the required timely vaccinations, and evidence of the
qualification of the dog as a guide dog, in the parameters established by applicable rules.

PROHIBITED CONSUMABLES
Explosive substances, firing agents or any items filled with same
Flammable or pyrotechnic substances or objects
Flammable liquids or gases
Poisonous or toxic agents, or any substances emitting an acrid odour
Oxidizing agents or organic peroxides
Toxic, radioactive or corrosive agents
Narcotics, stimulants, toxic agents or precursors thereof, whether in medicinal form or otherwise
Any dyes
Any substances in powder form
Any liquids in containers larger than 100ml
Any other substances, products or objects, whether self-manufactured or otherwise, the use of which may cause the
emission of smoke or an inflammatio

